
french beaded gerbera 
daisy Tutorial 

© 2014 Lauren Harpster – This design and pattern is copyright protected. It is offered for personal, non-

commercial use only. This pattern may not be shared, resold, or redistributed in any form. It may not be used for 

teaching classes. You may sell flowers made from this pattern, but please attribute the design to the Author.  
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Materials for full project: 

- 2 hanks size 11/0 seed beads in petal color (80 grams)

- 4 strands size 11/0 seed beads in contrasting petal color (approx. 12
grams)

- 2 strand size 11/0 seed beads in stamen (center) color (approx. 6 grams)

- 2 hanks size 11/0 or 10/0 seed beads in green (80 grams)

- 6 strands size 11/0 seed beads in light green (20 grams)

- 24g petal colored copper wire – (approx. 160 yds)

- 24g green colored copper wire – for leaves and sepals (approx. 20 yds)

- 22g green colored copper wire – for extra stem support (approx. 3 ft)

- 26g or 24g light green colored copper wire – for stem wrapping (3 yds+)

- 30g green colored copper wire – for lacing and assembly (15 yds+)

- 30g stamen colored copper wire – for stamen lacing (6 in)

- 4x 16g stem wire

- Green floral tape

- Plaster, Floral Clay, Floral Foam, or Pebbles (for potting)

- Planting pot

- Filler (ex: moss, grass, pebbles)

Tools: 
- Wire cutters
- Bead Spinner (optional)
- Ruler / Tape Measurer

Techniques Required: 
• Continuous Loops
• Spacer Beads
• Continuous Crossover Loops
• Basic Frame
• Lacing
• Scallops

All of these techniques are taught for free on my website - BeadandBlossom.com
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Petal Pattern:  

Make 3 per flower: 12x CCL using 3 ¼ inches of beads for the inner loop. 

1. Pre-string all of your petal colored

seed beads onto your 24g petal

colored wire.

2. Leave yourself a tail of 2-3 inches of

bare wire at the end, then use your

ruler to measure out 3 ¼ inches of

beads. (Figure 1)

3. Fold this length of beads in half and

twist the wires two full rotations at

the base of the petal to form a

closed loop. (Figure 2)

Figure 1 

Figure 2 

Tip: Leaving the wire attached to the 

spool as you work, instead of clipping off 

long sections of wire helps reduce the 

waste of clipping off too much wire, and 

saves you from the problem of 

accidentally clipping it too short and 

having to start your petals all over again. 
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4. Slide more beads down to the end of

your wire and position your working

wire over the front of the loop you

made in step 3. (Figure 3)

5. At the very top of your loop, tuck

bare wire between the two center

beads. (Figure 4)

6. Fold your working wire over the back

of your petal and slide up enough

beads to cover the back of the petal.

(Figure 5)

Figure 3 

Figure 4 

Figure 5 
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7. Wrap your working wire around the

tail wire at the base of the petal 2-3

times to secure your loop. (Figure 6)

Keep your wraps tight and close

together.

8. Gently flatten the petal with your

fingers, laying all four rows of beads

side by side. (Figure 7)

9. Measure out another 3 ¼ inches of

beads and slide them up beside the

first petal. Leave a small gap in the

wire, then fold the beaded section

and form a loop by twisting the wires

beneath it 2 full rotations. (Figure 8)

Figure 6 

Figure 7 

Figure 8 

Tip: Leaving a gap in the wire between 

petals is essential so your petals won’t 

end up bunched up on each other. 
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10. Repeat steps 4-8 to complete your
second petal. (Figure 9)

11. Our pattern calls for 12 petals, so

continue making these cross-over

loops until you have 12 petals on one

length of wire. (Figure 10)

12. We now need to close the open side

of our petal layer. To do this, take the

working wire and cross it over the

gap, and in between the first and

second petals you made. (Figure 11)

Figure 9 

Figure 10 

Figure 11 
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13. Then, fold the working wire under

the petal layer, across the hole in the

center, and in between two petals on

the opposite side. Loop the wire

around one petal, then bring the

working wire back to the bottom

center of the petal layer. (Figure 12)

14. Bring both the tail wire and the

working wire together at the center

of the bottom of your petal layer.

Twist them together at least one inch

down to make a centered stem.

(Figure 13)

15. Leaving a 2 inch stem, use your wire

clippers to clip your working wire

from the spool. (Figure 14)

16. Our pattern calls for three of these

12 petal layers per flower. Continue

making more of them until you have

the amount you desire.

Figure 12 

Figure 13 

Figure 14 
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Stamen Pattern:
Make 1 per flower: 13 row BF with 1 bead BR, RBRT   

For rows 10-11 make 7 bead CL with 2 SB; for rows 12-13 make 9 bead CL with 2 SB 

1. Using the 24g wire that matches your

stamen beads, string on about half a

strand of your stamen-colored beads.

2. Make a small loop in the end of your

wire. This serves as a knot that

prevents your beads from sliding off

while you work.

3. Next we construct a Basic Frame. Our

pattern calls for a 1 bead Basic Row

(BR). Slide one bead to the end of

your wire, leaving a 3 inch tail above

it. (Figure 15)

4. Make a loop in the wire below the

bead, using at least 4 inches of wire.

Twist the wires to secure the loop.

(Figure 16) This twisted section of

wire will be referred to as the bottom

wire. The section above the bead will

be called the top wire. Your working

wire is the bead-strung wire off to

the side.

Figure 15 

Figure 16 

Tip: Gerbera Daisies are often found 

with yellow, black, and green stamen. 

Use a wire color that matches the best. 
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5. We now begin wrapping on rows

around the BR. Slide about three

beads down your working wire and

fold up towards the top wire.

6. Our pattern designates the shape as

RBRT, which means Round Bottom,

Round Top. To do this we will wrap

our wire around the top and bottom

wires at a 90 degree angle. Wrap

your wire first over the front of the

top wire, then around the back and

to the front again to complete a full

loop around the top wire. (Figure 17)

7. Slide about 4 beads down your

working wire and fold down to the

bottom wire. Wrap around the

bottom wire at a 90 degree angle.

(Figure 18)

8. On the Basic Frame we count rows

across including the BR. After step 7

you will have three rows. Continue

wrapping on more rows with RBRT

until there are 9 rows total across.

(Figure 19)

Figure 17 

Figure 18 

Figure 19 

Note: I often rotate my work while I 

work as I find it easier if the frame wire 

I’m wrapping on is pointed up.  

Tip: Keep your top and bottom wires 

straight as you wrap on your rows. 

Allowing them to lean will result in a lop-

sided shape.  
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9. Remove any stamen colored beads

you have left on your wire and string

about a strand of your contrasting

petal colored beads onto your

working wire.

10. We are now working rows 10-13

which have special instructions. First

slide down 2 SB – spacer beads.

These beads will be put in between

each loop we make. (Figure 20)

11. Count out 7 more beads and slide

them down too. Leaving a bit of bare

wire so you have room to twist, twist

these 7 beads into a loop. (Figure 21)

12. Count out two more spacer beads

and seven more loop beads and make

another section. (Figure 22) This type

looping technique is called a

Continuous Loop (CL) with Spacer

Beads (SB).

Figure 20

Figure 21

Figure 22 
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13. Continue making the spacer bead

and loop pattern until you have a

length of loops that will reach the top

wire (8-9 loops). Loop around the top

wire just as if this were a regular row.

(Figure 23) This is row 10.

14. If you ended row 10 with spacer

beads, begin row 11 with a loop. If

you ended row 10 with a loop begin

row 11 with 2 spacer beads. Wrap

row 11 around the bottom wire.

(Figure 24)

15. For rows 12 and 13 we will use 2 SB

and 9 beads per loop. (Figure 25)

Figure 23

Figure 24

Figure 25 

Tip: Rows 12 and 13 may be difficult to 

work as there is little space for your 

fingers. Try temporarily bending your 

working wire back to get the stamen out 

of the way.  
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16. After you complete row 13 wrap your 

working wire around the bottom wire 

2-3 times to tie off. Keep your wraps 

tight and close together. Then clip the 

working wire close. (Figure

26) Do not clip the top or bottom 
wires.

17. At this point you will need to lace this 

piece to hold all the rows securely in 

place. 

18. After you finish lacing, twist your 
bottom wire down at least two inches 
then clip the loop off the end. Fold 
both the top and bottom wires down 
under the stamen and twist them 
together in the center to form a stem. 

(Figure 27)

19. If you are making the full project

with two Gerbera Daisies make

another stamen exactly the same.

Figure 26 

Figure 27 

Figure 28 
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Sepal Pattern:

Make 1 per flower – 8x 2 row CWL using 18 beads for first loop 

1. Locate your 24g green wire and size

11 green seed beads. Leaving your

wire attached to your spool, string on

about 1 strand of the beads (3 grams

or about 300 beads).

2. Leave a three inch tail and count out

18 beads. Just like the petals we will

make a loop with these beads by

folding them in half and twisting the

wires below the loop 2 full rotations.

(Figure 29)

3. Bring more beads down your wire.

Instead of wrapping over the center,

we will wrap another loop around the

outside. Secure by wrapping twice

around the bottom wire. (Figure 30)

4. Leave a small space in the wire, and

count out 18 more beads for your

second sepal. (Figure 31)

Figure 29 

Figure 30 

Figure 31 
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5. Leave a small space in the wire then

repeat steps 1-4 until you have 8

sepals. Cut your wire from your spool

and cross the end wire over and in

between the first and second sepal.

(Figure 32)

6. Fold your wire to the back and twist

the two wires together one or two

inches down. (Figure 33)

7. Our pattern calls for one of these

sepal layers per flower. Make as

many as you need to complete your

project.

Figure 32

Figure 33 
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Leaf Pattern:

Make 5 – 17 row BF 15 BR RTPB, add single scallops at 14 beads down on each side, then add 

double scallops at 18, 14, 20, and 18 on each side. The double scallop should be made two 

beads above the base scallops. Lace twice. Leave three wires and twist. Add in 22g wire stem 

supports.  

1. Locate your 24g green wire, 30g

green wire, 22g green wire and 11/0

green beads. On your 24g wire string

on about 2 strands of your beads (6

grams or 600 beads).

2. Like the stamen, we will construct a

Basic Frame. Make a small loop in the

end of your wire. Count out the 15

bead BR and slide them to the end,

leaving about 1.5 inches of wire

above the beads. (Figure 34)

3. Measure out about 8 inches of wire

and form a loop below the beads.

Twist it to secure. (Figure 35)

Figure 34 

Figure 35 
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4. Our pattern calls for a rounded top

(RT) and a pointed bottom (PB). Slide

down enough beads to reach the top

wire. To make a round top cross over

the front of the top wire and around

the back at a 90 degree angle. (Figure

36)

5. Slide down enough beads to reach

the bottom wire. To make a pointed

bottom we will cross over the front,

wrap around, and back over the front

again at a 45 degree angle. (Figure

37)

6. With the Basic Frame we count rows

across, starting with the Basic Row.

At this point we now have 3 rows.

Continue adding rows until you have

17 across. (Figure 38)

Figure 36

Figure 37

Figure 38 
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7. Now we start adding on scallops.

Count down 14 beads from the top of

the outer row of beads. On your

working wire, slide down enough

beads to reach the 14 bead mark.

Measure out about 6 feet of bare

wire then cut from your spool.

(Figure 39)

8. Stick the end of your working wire

into the back of your leaf at the 14

bead mark. (Figure 40)

9. Pull your working wire all the way

through and secure it between the

14th and 15th beads. (Figure 41)

Figure 39

Figure 40

Figure 41 

TIP: Remove any excess beads from your 

wire before you put your wire through 

the leaf. Leaving the extra beads on will 

make it difficult to pass the wire through 

between rows.  
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10. Add more beads onto your wire,

enough to reach the bottom wire and

back up the other side. Slide them all

the way up to where you latched in

your first scallop. Wrap at the bottom

wire at a 45 degree angle. (Figure 42)

11. Complete another single scallop on

the opposite side of the leaf also

counting down 14 beads from the

top. At this point, I highly recommend

lacing your leaf across this top

section (location shown in red) to

keep all your rows straight and stable

when you add on more scallops

below. (Figure 43) Lacing instructions

are on page 23.

12. After lacing, proceed with making

more scallops. From this point

forward, all our scallops will be

double. First, make single scallops on

each side counting 18 beads down

from the top of the previous scallop.

(Figure 44)

Figure 42

Figure 43

Figure 44 
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13. Our pattern tells us to attach our

double scallop two beads above the

previous scallop. Slide down enough

beads to reach two beads above,

remove any excess beads from your

wire. (Figure 45)

14. Pull the working wire through and

secure it two beads above the

previous scallop. Add on more beads

to reach back to the bottom wire.

Wrap at a 45 degree angle. (Figure

46)

15. Repeat on the opposite side. (Figure

47)

Figure 45

Figure 46

Figure 47 
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16. At this point we need to add in

another lacing wire. Cut a 6 inch

length of your 30g green wire and

fold it in half. Lace to the outer edge

of the last scallop in an up-side down

V shape (shown in red), but do not

double wrap it at the edge or cut the

wires as we will be adding in the rest

of our rows as we go. (Figure 48)

17. Our pattern calls for three more

double scallops on each side.

Complete double scallops following

Figure 49 for the bead counts for the

base scallops, and placing the double

scallop two beads above.

18. As you make each scallop, add the

new row immediately into your lacing

wires. (Figure 50) This technique is

called Lacing as you go and it is very

useful for keeping rows straight and

tidy when making larger petals and

leaves.

19. After you complete the leaf, wrap

your working wire twice around the

bottom wire, keeping your wraps

tight and close together. Double wrap

the lacing wires at the edge and trim.

Cut the top wire to ¼ inch and fold to

the back of your leaf. Cut the tip of

the bottom loop to separate it into

two wires. Do not cut the working

wire. You should end up with three

wires at the bottom.

Figure 48

Figure 49

Figure 50
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20. As these leaves are large, they will

require more support than their built-

in stem wires provide. Locate your

22g green wire and cut a 6 inch

length. Fold this and, like the lacing

wire, insert the ends of the wires on

either side of the central “rib” –

about 1 – 1.5 inches below the

bottom of your Basic Row. (Figure 51)

21. Pull all the way through and make

sure the wire is tucked snugly

between rows of beads so it won’t

show. On the back of the leaf, twist

the two wires together. You should

twist down the length needed to

reach the bottom of the leaf, but no

further. (Figure 52)

22. Fold this wire flat against the back of

your leaf, and twist the two 22g wires

into the three 24g wires at the base

of your leaf to make a single stem.

(Figure 53)

Figure 51

Figure 52

Figure 53 
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Flower Assembly – 

1. Decide on the length you want your

flower’s stem to be. Take into

account the depth of your pot and

how high you want them to sit above

it. It would look more natural to have

each flower at varying heights. Cut 2

stem wires per flower at the lengths

you desire. (Mine are 9 and 10

inches) Wrap the two wires of the

same length together with floral

tape. (Figure 54)

Figure 54 

2. Cut about 3 feet of 30g wire (the

color isn’t too important as it won’t

show much). Press the twisted stem

of your stamen against the doubled

stem wire. Leave a short tail of 30g

wire pointed down against the stem

wire. (Figure 55)

Figure 553. Wrap the 30g wire right at the base
4-5 times around both the stamen’s stem
wire and the flower stem. Keep your wraps
tight and close together.(Figure 56) Make
sure you catch the tail wire as you wrap
down to secure it.

Figure 56
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4. Grab three petal layers. There should

be two wires crossing in the center of

each layer. Insert your 30g assembly

wire into the center of these two

wires, then slide your stem wire into

that same hole, making sure the

stamen’s stem wire also goes through

the hole as well. Slide the petals all

the way up and wrap it onto the

flower stem the same way as the

stamen. (Figure 57)

Figure 57 

5. Add the other two layers one at a

time, making sure all the stem wires

go between those two crossed wires

in the center. Position your petals

layers so the individual petals end up

between the petals on the previous

layers. This ensures full coverage.

6. Next find your sepal. There are no

crossed wires in the center of the

sepal, so slide the stem, assembly

wire, and all the twisted stem wires

through the central hole. (Figure 58)

7. After wrapping 4-5 times closely

together below the sepal, continue

wrapping down the stem for an inch

or so. Clip all the twisted petal,

stamen, and sepal stems at varying

lengths to produce a taper in the

stem. (Figure 59)

Figure 58

Figure 59
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8. Cover the exposed wires with floral

tape. (Figure 60)

Figure 60 

9. String your light green seed beads

onto your 26 or 24g light green wire,

leaving the wire attached to your

spool.

10.Leave a small tail of wire and press

that against the stem wire pointed

down. Wrap bare wire between the

sepals and petals 2-3 times. Then pull

the wire down between two sepals.

(Figure 61)

11.Slide your beads down the working

wire and begin wrapping rows of

beads directly below the sepals. Make

sure there are no gaps in your beads

and keep your rows close together. As

you wrap down, make sure you also

catch the tail wire in the wraps to

secure the end. (Figure 62)

Figure 61 

Figure 62 

TIP: Hold your flower stem in one hand 

and spin it slowly while keeping your 

beads pushed tightly together with the 

other. 
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12. Measure the height of your pot and

leave that length of stem wire un-

beaded at the bottom. Double wrap

your wire directly below the last row

of beads. Leave some beads on the

wire and some extra bare wire, then

clip from the spool. (Figure 63)

Figure 63 

13. Repeat the process on all the flowers

you are including in your pot. Leave

the same length of bare stem wire at

the bottom on each flower. Bend the

excess stem wrapping wires up to get

them out of the way.

14. Attach your flowers together by

wrapping the bare stem wires at the

bottom together with floral tape.

(Figure 64)

15. Gather your leaves. Cut about 18

inches of 30g assembly wire. Wire on

the first leaf just below the last bead

wrap on the stem. Attach one at a

time, using a separate length of wire

and wrapping the full length of stem

for each leaf. Attach the second leaf

on the opposite side of the stem.

(Figure 65)

Figure 64

Figure 65 
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16. After adding two leaves, cover the

exposed wires with floral tape to

provide a fresh surface to wrap on

the next leaves. (Figure 66)

Figure 66 

17. Add on two more leaves, one at a time and

on opposite sides of the stem. Then cover

again with floral tape. Finally, attach the last

leaf and again cover with floral tape. You

should end up with something like Figure

76.

Figure 67

18 .  Check the areas between the bead- wrapped stem and the leaves. If there is any 
exposed space that is not covered with beads, use the excess beaded wires to wrap on 
a few more rows of beads on the stem. You may need to bend the flower and leaf 
stems a little to get the beads down in there. Then wrap bare wire below 3 times and 
trim close to the stem.

Figure 68 
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Potting Your Gerbera

There are a few different ways to pot your plant. Read the descriptions below to decide which 

method you prefer.  

1. Floral Foam – Comes in many different shapes and sizes to fit your pot, and can be cut

down if needed. Unless you glue the flower in it is not permanent and you will be able

to move your flowers into a new pot if you wish. However, it is lightweight and will not

provide sufficient weight to balance out the top-heavy flowers. If you use foam, I

recommend topping with pebbles to provide weight, otherwise it could tip over easily.

2. Floral Clay – Can be molded to fit your pot and is heavy enough to serve as a counter

weight. Your flower can be moved into a new pot when desired.

3. Plaster – Provides a secure hold, and is heavy enough to be a counter weight. But it is

permanent and moving your plant would prove very difficult, if not impossible. For this

method I like to build “feet” into the bottom of the stem to help it stand while the

plaster hardens.

4. Pebbles – Very heavy (display on a strong shelf) and requires the use of “feet” built into

the bottom of the stem. Use larger sized rocks on the bottom topped and filled in with

small pebbles. Flowers can be moved easily.

The foam and clay are fairly self-explanatory, so I will be showing how to build feet into the 

bottom of a stem to use with plaster or pebbles.  

1. Cut 3-4 lengths of 16g stem wire. If

you have scraps leftover from the

flower stems this would be an

excellent use of them. I am using 3

feet, but if you have more than 2

flowers in your pot consider using

more.

2. Bend the wires into L-shapes, making

sure the bottom half is short enough

to fit inside your pot. Wrap the top

half with floral tape. (Figure 69)

Figure 69 
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3. Using a separate length of floral tape

for each “L”, wrap them into the

bottom of your stem. Arrange them

so they all point in different

directions. (Figure 70)

4. Set your plant down in your pot. You

may need to bend your feet to fit the

curvature of the bottom of your pot.

Play with them until you get it to

stand on its own. (Figure 71)

5. If you are using pebbles, use larger 
sized rocks in the bottom, then fill in 
the spaces between and above them 
with small pebbles.  If you don’t like 
the look of pebbles you can always 
top with a small layer of moss or 
grass.

6. If you have chosen plaster, first fold 
the leaves up to get them out of the 
way. Have a warm damp disposable 
wash cloth on hand. Mix the plaster 
according to the instructions on your 
box and slowly pour it in. If any 
splashes on the leaves immediately 
clean it off with your cloth. You may 
not need to fill your pot all the way 
unless you just want to. I’ve filled 
mine half-way to keep it from being 
too heavy.  (Figure 72)

Figure 70

Figure 71

Figure 72

Note: If your pot has a hole in the 

bottom, plug it with strong tape or 

something similar before adding the 

pebbles or plaster.  
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7. After allowing your plaster to harden

for the time recommended in the 
manufacturer’s instructions, fill in the 
rest of your pot with your choice of 
filler: moss, grass, pebbles… etc. 
Readjust your leaves and give them a 
little shape. Re-shape any petals that 
need it. (Figure 73)

COMPLETED! 
Figure 73
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